
Buzzi Unicem: a global cement specialist

SBWR’s response to Buzzi's press-release published on 10 March 2023



Disclaimer
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This presentation is a work product of Stop Business with Russia (“SBWR”), a project of the registered charitable foundation Destiny of

Ukraine (“Destiny of Ukraine”) and reflects exclusively the views of these organizations.

This presentation is not an investment, accounting advice nor should it be considered as such. Use of this presentation is at your own risk.

You should do your own research and due diligence, with assistance of professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any

business, management, investment or divestment decisions with respect to securities of Buzzi Unicem.

The information in this presentation has been sourced exclusively from publicly available information. No warranty or undertaking is

expressed by either SBWR or Destiny of Ukraine or any affiliated individual with regard to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the

information set out herein. There can be no assurance that any statement, information, or assumption made reference to directly or

indirectly in this presentation will be realized or accurate. The information contained in this presentation has not been independently

verified.

By accessing this presentation, you agree that to the extent permitted by law, neither SBWR nor Destiny of Ukraine accepts any liability

for the content of this presentation or any other information provided by SBWR or Destiny of Ukraine in this presentation.

This is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or a recommendation to buy or sell any security, nor

shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction. Any business, managerial, investment or divestment decision

involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital or lost opportunities.

SBWR is a project of the registered charitable foundation Destiny of Ukraine, Ukrainian company registration #44801432 and it is not

registered as a broker/dealer, investment or accounting firm.

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior consent of

SBWR or Destiny of Ukraine.

Copyright (c) 2023 by charitable foundation Destiny of Ukraine.



SBWR’s response to Buzzi Unicem (1/3)
On 10 March 2023, a month after we published our report on Buzzi Unicem and few days after National

Agency on Corruption Prevention designated Buzzi Unicem an international sponsor of war, the Company

issued a press-release with a series of arguments defending its position. Below is our response to it
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Buzzi’s argument SBWR’s response

“Buzzi Unicem SpA, a 

company domiciled in 

Italy, is not involved in 

activities carried out by 

the subsidiary OOO 

SLK Cement, a 

company domiciled in 

Russia.”

“Paying taxes and 

having employees 

mobilized are legal 

obligations in Russia 

and not affected by our 

ownership.”

• Our report did not address a particular legal entity and did not differentiate between the 

domestic law frameworks of Italy and Russia. We addressed Buzzi Unicem as an international 

group and its Russian business, which it does through its Russian subsidiary SLK Cement.

• We recognise that the parent company – Buzzi Unicem SpA – operates under a different legal 

framework than SLK Cement and may therefore enjoy limited liability for SLK Cement’s 

conduct. However, we are surprised that Buzzi Unicem’s response is based on formal 

arguments.

• Buzzi’s own Code of Conduct, which also applies to its subsidiaries, states “Centrality of the 

person” as its No2 corporate value. The Code also states “Corporate image”, “Respect for 

human rights” among others as its “General Principles of Behaviour”.

• It is not only the legal frameworks that businesses should be guided by, but also by the UN 

Guiding Principles on Business & Human Rights, which state that businesses should exercise 

“leverage” to mitigate adverse human rights impacts that are directly linked to their operations.

• We are disappointed that Buzzi does not find that the SLK Cement’s supplies of its 

mobilized employees to be a violation of the UN Principles, its own Code of Conduct and 

arguably an indirect participation in the aggressive war led by the terrorist Russian 

regime, but rather hides behind the formal arguments.

https://stopbusinesswithrussia.com/download/buzzi_unicem/?wpdmdl=1838&masterkey=gBJtNE1i--oajePn3GQcgm5CR_71DlsU8WZdUkNGHOTvWCQY_NJ0EreikMB31IpGGBQBYhpoNZKIQeqPXl_ELmTbiqO8vEov7tHDFJ80OUY
https://sanctions.nazk.gov.ua/en/boycott/20/
https://www.buzziunicem.com/media/pressrelease/buzzi-unicem-respinge-le-recenti-accuse-contro-la-sua-reputazione?languageId=en_US
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/472507/Code+of+Conduct.pdf/d8f652d7-9b7f-39a8-2468-cbef6973c482#:~:text=Buzzi%20Unicem%20is%20committed%20to%20protecting%2C%20within%20the%20limits%20and,report%20acting%20in%20good%20faith.
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/guidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/guidingprinciplesbusinesshr_en.pdf


SBWR’s response to Buzzi Unicem (2/3)
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Buzzi’s argument SBWR’s response

“Buzzi Unicem ceased 

any operational 

involvement in the 

activities carried out by 

the subsidiary SLK 

Cement in Russia, 

hence has no 

involvement 

in the decision-making 

process related to local 

initiatives and 

commercial actions.”

• According to Buzzi’s 2022 full year results presentation, 2022 half-year financial report and 

trading update September 2022, Buzzi continued to consolidate the financial results of its 

Russian subsidiary in its group accounts. International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS 

10), in compliance with which Buzzi’s consolidated financial statements are prepared, 

establishes control as the basis for consolidation. According to IFRS 10, a company controls its 

subsidiary if it has the power, exposure and the ability to affect the subsidiary’s returns.

• Given the above and based on our understanding, consolidating SLK Cement’s results into 

group account suggests that Buzzi still exercises control of its Russian subsidiary. If this 

understanding is not correct we kindly ask Buzzi to clarify the matter.

• It came to our attention that the photos, published by the SLK Cement on its vk.com social 

media platform regarding the supply of its employees mobilized to the Russian army, were 

removed after we released our report. This casts our doubts about Buzzi’s claim of no 

involvement in operations carried out by SLK Cement.

https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/0/2022%20Full%20year%20results.pdf/6fe47203-c5e5-bbe2-b8c6-bc61710228a2?version=1.0
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/0/Half-Yearly%20financial%20report%20as%20at%20June%2030,%202022.pdf/8e04582e-e804-41f3-9204-b20b528c3d8f?version=1.0
https://www.buzziunicem.com/documents/20143/0/Traging%20update%20September%202022.pdf/2f4e308f-7066-5dd2-60c8-e4f3d21a4f42?version=1.0
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/publications/pdf-standards/english/2021/issued/part-a/ifrs-10-consolidated-financial-statements.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/publications/pdf-standards/english/2021/issued/part-a/ifrs-10-consolidated-financial-statements.pdf


SBWR’s response to Buzzi Unicem (3/3)

Buzzi’s argument SBWR’s response

“Buzzi Unicem is also 

present in Ukraine and 

despite the financial 

losses remained in the 

country, continues to 

employ people and pay 

local taxes.”

• We highly appreciate any actions to support Ukraine and Ukrainian people, affected by the 

Russian brutal invasion. However, Buzzi’s business operations in Russia are much bigger 

than its operations in Ukraine.

• According to Buzzi’s reports on payments to governments, the total amount of taxes, fees and 

royalties paid by Buzzi’s Ukrainian unit during the period 2016-2021 accounts for c.€5m, which 

is about twelve times lower compared to the same payments from Russian business (c.€62m) 

for the same period.

• The point of our report is not to diminish Buzzi’s humanitarian efforts in Ukraine, but to draw 

management’s attention to the necessity of standing for international law, moral and ethical 

business conduct, human rights, UN principles and distancing itself from the terrorist regime, 

which commits war crimes in a peaceful country.
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We draw attention of decision makers at Buzzi to the fact that operations in Russia conducted 

through subsidiary SLK Cement are, in our view, detrimental to the value of the Group’s brand. We 

call on you to formulate an immediate exit plan and act on it in the shortest time frame.

(see Appendix for your peers’ Russian exits)

https://www.buzziunicem.com/company-information


Questions to Buzzi’s decision makers
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Our report was solely based on publicly available information, which we carefully referenced with links to the

sources. We recognize that this publicly available information might be misleading, hence we propose that

Buzzi’s decision makers respond to several questions which would resolve all doubts with respect to its

position on the Russian war in Ukraine and involvement of its subsidiaries in the war

1. What is Buzzi’s corporate position on the Russian invasion of Ukraine?

2. Please explain your rationale to keep doing business in a country, which was declared a state sponsor of terrorism by

the European Parliament and whose President is wanted by the International Criminal Court.

3. Has Buzzi and its affiliates, in particular SLK Cement, been conducting any direct or indirect business with Russian

state-owned enterprises, sanctioned Russian individuals / legal entities after annexation of Crimea in 2014?

4. Has Buzzi and its affiliates imported / exported any products from / to Russia since 24 February 2022 directly or

indirectly (i.e. through third countries and suppliers)?

5. Please comment on compliance with sanctions against Russia by Buzzi and its affiliates.

6. Have products made by Buzzi and its affiliates, in particular SLK Cement, been used in the Ukrainian territories,

currently occupied by Russia? What checks and controls you have within your Group to ensure this does not happen?

7. According to the information published by SLK Cement on its corporate page on social media platform vk.com its

employees were mobilized to the Russian army. Is participation by these mobilized employees in the war against

Ukraine a violation of international criminal law, given the United Nations resolution deploring the “aggression”

committed by Russia against Ukraine?

8. Have Buzzi’s Russian subsidiary provided these mobilized soldiers with material and financial aid after they have been

mobilized? Why the photo proof of such aid provided in our report was subsequently deleted on SLK Cement’s

corporate page on social media platform vk.com?

9. Please explain the basis for your consolidation of your Russian subsidiary to your Group accounts if your parent

company does not exercise operational control over and has limited information from the Russian subsidiary.

10. What is your long-term plan with respect to SLK Cement?

Questions:

https://press.un.org/en/2022/ga12407.doc.htm


Appendix: Buzzi’s peers’ exit from Russia
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On 15 March 2023 Global Cement published an article on main European cement producers that have or

had operations in Russia. While Buzzi chose to continue consolidating SLK Cement’s profits, Buzzi’s main

competitors have exited the Russian market. We propose to Buzzi’s key decision makers to study these

exits as blue prints

https://www.globalcement.com/news/item/15479-western-producers-continue-to-face-balancing-act-in-russia
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